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The Skilled Use and Handling of Healing Crystals
It was a phenomenon nobody had anticipated; I had passed on to a friend
a Heliotrope crystal (bloodstone) that had been of good service to me on
several occasions for treating colds. I cannot remember the exact reason
why I gave it to him, but I distinctly remember the effect! No sooner had
my friend hung the crystal on a leather thong around his neck, when he
began to experience symptoms of a cold. This happened so quickly that
luckily he was struck with the idea of removing the crystal. Lo and behold,
the cold symptoms disappeared as fast as they had appeared. He applied
the crystal again – the symptoms came back; he took the stone away –
the symptoms went away. This he repeated several times. Naturally, in
the end, he laid the crystal aside and made the inevitable phone call to
me saying, ‘For goodness sake, what kind of crystal have you given me?!’
I didn’t know. What was the matter with the crystal? According to
everything I knew, Heliotrope was a crystal that was supposed to help
with colds, so why was it triggering these symptoms? Was this something
like we see in homoeopathy, where you trigger in a well person those
symptoms of illness that will heal someone who is ill? We immediately
tried out a different Heliotrope crystal and the effect did not occur. We
went back to the first specimen – promptly the cold symptoms returned.
Something appeared to be attached to that crystal, and only that crystal,
which was not the case with other Heliotrope crystal specimens. I thought
about the colds I had actually cured with that precise crystal, but it
brought us no closer to understanding. Possibly the crystal had stored
‘information about the illness’. But how? And more importantly, how were
we to get rid of that information?
I began to research this phenomenon and was greatly surprised by
how many sources I found on the subject of storing and eliminating information in sensitive substances. Apparently this subject has been known
about since ancient times, and there have always been the same hints
and pointers on how to get rid of undesirable ‘information’. Cleansing with
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incense seemed by far the most favoured method all over the world,
followed by cleansing with salt, which took up ten pages alone in a handbook
on German superstitions that was a veritable encyclopaedia of customs
and folklore!* At the same time (this was the second half of the 1980s)
I came upon verbal traditions among North American shamans that
emphatically recommended the cleansing of crystals on that subtle level
by laying them in an Amethyst druse.
I set about verifying the findings. Healing crystals that had been
applied to people with serious illnesses were tested by sensitive persons,
who usually reported unpleasant sensations. Naturally, I was sceptical
enough to mix in ‘unused’ crystals among the tested ones; but, to my
astonishment, these were in fact perceived as ‘more neutral’. The obviously
‘polluted’ crystals were then subjected to various cleansing methods; they
were sprinkled with salt, held in the smoke of burning incense, and laid
on pieces of Amethyst druse. Lo and behold, afterwards those crystals
triggered neither unpleasant sensations
nor any kind of symptoms of illness.
Even the Heliotrope we mentioned at
the beginning was ‘clean’ again.
Ever since then, the cleansing of
crystals has become standard practice
for the safe and careful handling of healing crystals. Undesirable ‘side
effects’ can thus be clearly reduced, and the successful application of
healing crystals becomes more reliable.
Also, interesting insights about ‘cleansing and protection’ as applied to
human beings themselves were gleaned from our experiences with the
crystals; this little book reports these as well.
Tübingen, Spring 2008
Michael Gienger
* Hanns Bächtold-Stäubli, Handwoerterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens [Handbook on German
Superstitions], (Reprint of the original edition of 1936), Berlin, Walter de Gruyter Verlag, 1987.
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The Cleansing Ritual
The effects of burning incense and of using sounds, as well as, in principle,
the effects of all discharging and cleansing methods, can be intensified
and deepened if the cleansing process is carried out as a consciously
conducted ritual and the cleansing process is supported by consciously
holding the intention to cleanse.
Whatever the cleansing method (burning incense, tapping the singing
bowl, placing a crystal on Amethyst, etc.), we ‘insert’ the mental intention
that all information not belonging to the crystal should return to its origin
or be liberated. Conscious intention also makes it easier to dissolve
strong attachments.
‘Foreign’ information is not ‘bad’ in itself. It is only irritating if its
attachment means that the qualities of a crystal (or other things) are overlain or if they are blocked. If the information returns to its real origin, or
dissolves out of any kind of attachment state, it becomes free for a purposeful function within the Universe. This shamanic viewpoint, which may
be unusual for us, has perceptible effects when cleansing crystals. Try it
out, and make the tedious duty of cleansing your crystals into a conscious
ritual act of liberation. This will really do something positive for your crystals
– and for you as well! More on this in the following chapter.

The Cleansing Ceremony
The most effective and beautiful way to carry out the cleansing of crystals
is with a ceremony that is conducted with full awareness and attention.
This cleansing process will acquire a very special quality through our
heart-felt attention to the crystals.

Preparation
Before beginning the ceremony, we should physically tidy the space
where it is to be held and prepare a pleasant place for the cleansing work.
A cleansing ceremony in the middle of a pile of junk will just not work….

After preparing the space, cleanse yourself by washing or showering
(using the cleansing lotion would be a good idea!). I recommend wearing
light-coloured, comfortable clothing, if possible made of natural fibres;
take off any metal objects, such as mobile phones, watches, metal
jewellery, rings, etc. Providing you find it comfortable, go barefoot; roll up
your sleeves, or wear clothing with short sleeves. In all cases, ensure that
external disturbances are eliminated: unplug the telephone, switch off
music and the television. A ceremony requires one’s undivided attention!
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It goes without saying that you can support the cleansing of a room
mentally through the thought message addressed to all attached energies
and information, ‘Return to your origin, or be free!’

Self-regulating Systems
Healing crystals may also provide a further important cleansing and protective function in rooms. They are not only helpful during an active clearing process, they may also build up a self-regulating cleansing and protective system if they are set up in the form of larger crystals, groups of
crystals and druses in a room.
Again, it is Amethyst (‘Liberate yourself from all attachments!’), Rock Crystal (‘Be yourself!’), and Black Tourmaline (Schorl) (‘Let go of all that does not
belong here!’) that have proven beneficial for the creation of self-regulating
and protective systems. Amethyst is
used here in the shape of a druse, and
Rock Crystal and Schorl are in the form
of freestanding individual crystals.
If you wish to set up a system of
this type, it is very important that you
first check, through a quiet meditation
or silent devotion, whether the room
in question actually requires such a
cleansing and protective system. Sit
down quietly in the room, or dwell there in your thoughts, and pose the
following question to the room: ‘Will it be beneficial for all beings to set up
a cleansing and protective system with healing crystals in this room?’
It should be clear in your intention that your concern is the wellbeing of
all participating beings, even if one or the other of the affected beings is
not at that moment particularly enthusiastic about the idea (otherwise
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you will just get the result of an opinion poll…). The question is asked in
order to find out whether the process would be beneficial from a higher
point of view.
If your intention is clear you will receive a clear answer, which may
manifest as a thought, a feeling, a sensation, a physical manifestation, or
even as a seemingly ‘coincidental’ external phenomenon. However it
comes, you will perceive whether this answer will motivate you to carry on
or whether you get the impression it would be better to scrap the intention.
If the answer turns out to be affirmative, you may then set up the crystals
in the room: one Amethyst druse, one Rock Crystal group and a free-standing Schorl crystal.
Possibly the three crystals will appear in your mind’s eye in particular
sizes and/or arrangements in the room, and you will immediately get a
coherent impression. Memorize the sizes and the arrangement, or immediately make a sketch. Otherwise, simply vary the sizes and the arrangement of the crystals in your mind until a coherent impression arises. Not
having to actually move the crystals around allows you to freely play and
order things until they feel right. When the impression coincides with what
feels right to you, remember the sizes and the arrangement and immediately make the sketch.
This initial exercise is helpful for finding the right crystals and setting
them up in the right way. It provides you with an idea of that which you
are seeking and how the crystals should be arranged. There are no generally applicable rules, as every room is unique.
It is also very important for you to understand that this exercise is an
‘approximate orientation’ and that you do not have to slavishly adhere to
your vision of how it should be done. In the end, the impression of the
actual crystals will decide which ones you choose (and your purse may
certainly play a part in all this). And, last of all, it is your impression of
the room after setting up the crystals that will decide whether they are
properly placed. If you need to, change things around until everything
feels right! And remember, the facts of the room should be taken into
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consideration. A crystal that is always in the way will be more irritating
than useful. In the end, it is only you that has to approve it.
Close the setting up procedure with a little ceremony of your own. You
have now constructed a self-regulating cleansing and protective system
with three crystals, through which foreign energies and information will
themselves find their way back to their origins, or become liberated.
As part of your ceremony, you may also add to each individual one of
the crystals a thought message for their cleansing and protective functions. The following simple sentence encompasses the entire essence of
protection and purification:

Return to your origin, or be free!
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Appendix
The Author
Michael Gienger has been collecting minerals since 1972 and, from 1985
onwards, has immersed himself in the subjects of crystal healing and the
energetic qualities of crystals. Michael has also gained international
acclaim through his research into crystal healing. He is the author of
more than twenty publications, a number of which have become standard
works in their field and have been translated into eleven languages so far.
In addition to his activities as an author and publisher of the Cairn Elen
editions of Neue Erde, Michael Gienger also gives lectures and seminars
on crystal healing and related topics.
For further information, see: www.michael-gienger.de,
www.steinheilkunde.de, www.fairtrademinerals.de,
www.edelstein-massagen.de, www.cairn-elen.de
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Michael Gienger
Healing Crystals
The A - Z Guide to 430 Gemstones
Paperback, 96 page, ISBN 978-1-84409-067-9

Michael Gienger, Joachim Goebel
Gem Water
How to prepare and use more than 130 crystal waters for therapeutic treatments
Paperback, 96 pages, ISBN 978-1-84409-131-7

All the important information about 430 healing gemstones in a neat pocket-book!
Michael Gienger, known for his popular introductory work ‘Crystal Power, Crystal Healing’, here presents a comprehensive directory of all the gemstones currently in use. In a
clear, concise and precise style, with pictures accompanying the text, the author
describes the characteristics and healing functions of each crystal.

Adding crystals to water is both visually appealing and healthy. It is a known fact that
water carries mineral information and Gem Water provides effective remedies, acting
quickly on a physical level. It is similar and complementary to wearing crystals, but the
effects are not necessarily the same.
Gem Water needs to be prepared and applied with care; this book explains everything
you need to know to get started!

Michael Gienger
The Healing Crystal First Aid Manual
A practical A to Z of common ailments and illnesses and how they can be best treated
with crystal therapy.
288 pages, with 16 colour plates, ISBN 978-1-84409-084-6
This is an easy-to-use A-Z guide for treating many common ailments and illnesses with
the help of crystal therapy. It includes a comprehensive colour appendix with photographs and short descriptions of each gemstone recommended.

Michael Gienger
Crystal Massage for Health and Healing
112 Pages, full colour throughout, ISBN 978-1-84409-077-8
This book introduces a spectrum of massage possibilities using healing crystals. The
techniques have been developed and refined by experts, and this wisdom is conveyed in
simple and direct language, enhanced by photos. Any interested amateur will be amazed
at the wealth of new therapeutic possibilities that open up when employing the healing
power of crystals.

Monika Grundmann
Crystal Balance
A step-by-step guide to beauty and health through crystal massage
Paperback, full colour throughout, 112 pages, ISBN 978-1-84409-132-4
Our physical wellbeing reflects every aspect of our lives and inner selves. As a result,
massage is able to influence us on every level – mind, body and spirit.
The Crystal Balance method aims to help our bodies relax and recover, encouraging
our soul and spirit to ‘be themselves’. When we are truly ‘ourselves’, we are beautiful. It
is as simple as that.

Isabel Silveira
Quartz Crystals
A guide to identifying quartz crystals and their healing properties
Paperback, full colour throughout, 80 pages, ISBN 978-1-84409-148-5
This visually impressive book brings the reader up close to the beauty and diversity of the
quartz crystal family. Its unique and concise presentation allows the reader to quickly and
easily identify an array of quartz crystals and become familiar with their distinctive features and energetic properties.

Publisher’s Note
The information in this volume has been compiled according to the best of our knowledge and belief, and the healing properties of the crystals have been tested many
times over. However, bearing in mind that people react in different ways, neither the
publisher nor the author can give guarantee for the effectiveness or safety of the use
or application in individual cases. In cases of serious health problems, please consult
your doctor or naturopath.
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